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Mafia, Who or What?

With the blockchain technology and virtual assets are in the spotlight on Korea and around 

the world as part of the fourth industrial revolution, its ultimate destination of NFT/metaverse 

at the end of the virtual asset boom will lead to the convergence of blockchain technology to 

art and culture. 

And the entertainment market segment, generally recognized as possessing the greatest 

potential of all art and culture industry may have entered the blockchain industry relatively 

late, but its presence and the influence to the industry is undeniable. 

In particular, the Korean entertainment market led by the K-pop culture, showing 

significant growth comparable to the Hollywood, no longer only caters for the end-user, but 

demonstrates clearly the potential to influence the whole industry from motion picture, drama 

and even to computer games . 

MetaMAFI Ltd., while witnessing the possibility of providing a revolutionary digital platform 

service on content creation, distribution, consumer experience through bringing culture, art 

and blockchain technology together, also faced market distribution problems which need to 

be rectified. 

Especially, the problem with ever decreasing margin of profit paid to artists & creators due 

to the flowed transaction structure,  and to  MetaMAFI Ltd. accepts that correcting of flowed 

market transaction structure which forces artists and creators to take less and less profit, a 

rightful claim to them is the number 1 important and urgent system improvement to return 

the power to artists and creators. 

MAFIA Project is a team built by the people who want to resolve these systematic flow, create 

fair and transparent content generation, distribution, profit sharing for everyone involved, 

thus providing fair opportunity for everyone who wish to take part. 
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Mafia, Who or What?

It only takes a group of people with common interest art and culture, proactiveness to express 

of their opinions, and willingness to become a trusted and loyal family of their favorite artists 

and contents to become a member of MAFIA platform.

Of course, it may be difficult to pursue and lead this direction in the existing method.

Accordingly, MetaMAFI Ltd. expects to be able to obtain answers through the following 

reasons in blockchain, including NFT. 

1) NFT exerts very strong influence in the blockchain market since 2021. 

2) These is a need for a system which can manage and help transaction of all the new and

    special NFT contents. 

MAFIA project presents a transparent transaction for art & culture creators, planners and 

persons of interest, and vision for the industry’s development through the participation of 

everyone with a certain level of qualification and their decision making.

As we are familiar with MAFIA story, MAFIA platform also possess system which allows for the 

members to attin eligibility, and ways to assert power and the authority within the group. The 

unique mixture of classical cartel system and the modern NFT becomes an essential part of 

creating an operational structure to make decision on agendas and present a resolution  .

* Principle of influence at MAFIA Platform.

Similar to the popular vote, NFT card system allows for any individuals to gain greater 

power within the patform with more number of NFT cards they possess. This MAFIA system 

combines the decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) system with the NFT to create 

an online ecosystem never seen before. 

This NFT system differetiates each individuals level of authrity, influence and benefits 

depending on the number and the types of MAFIA cards they own.
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Mafia, Who or What?

Most importantly, its sustainability comes from guaranteed benefits handed out to everyone 

with MAFIA NFT cards.

Therefore, the vision of MFAI project is to create a ecosystem operated based on NFT cards to 

create a sustainable virtual shared economy.

The ultimate aim and the mission of MAFIA Project is to provide the users with digital trading 

market platform based on trade value, transparency and liquidity and protected by the digital 

security of the blockchain. 
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01 Outline

With rapid development of the fourth industrial revolution, virtual asset / blockchain business 

combining with art/culture is rapidly growing and fast becoming an integral part of the 

blockchain industry.

Variety of art/culture-related businesses including media, music, fine-arts, drama, and motion 

picture is quickly becoming a key part of the world economy, and is now one of the fastest 

growing industry. 

In particular, NFT combining with culture and art industry marked one of the greatest growths 

in the year 2021. Global NFT market trade showed a 200-fold increase from the previous 

year at $2.5b, with the digital asset ownership readying itself for solutions to new and creative 

ideas. 

MetaMAFI Ltd. is confident of this merging of NFT business and art/culture will provide 

a revolutionary improvement of user experience, and in particular, NFT is the most ideal 

industry to introduce afroementioned contents to the public.

Led by the K-pop culture, global art/culture business is showing a rapid market growth and 

fast becoming an integral global industry, and the introduction of the MAFIA Project to the 

NFT art/culture users will serve as the catalyst to actively display their fandom.

However, currently art/culture industry has a relatively high barriers of entry and a limited 

number of market size and consumers. 

Also, there are issues with low profit-sharing percentage paid to the creators with unfairly 

high brokerage fees paid to the middle person.
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01 Outline

In recent times, due to ever-increasing profit margin generated by the publishers/platform 

operators, actual profit made by the artists & creators are decreasing.

Especially, due to centralized transaction system, there are continuing disputes with the 

authenticity of many digital assets (music, webtoon, motion picture, game items)

MAFIA Project intends to change this by creating a transparent system, and providing a fair 

profit revenue generating system to all of its participants. 

MAFIA Project aims to create a platform where different users connect freely with creators, 

publishers, investors, and producers for generating a profit through common vision of the 

industry development. Within the blockchain system, everyone wanting to participate can 

create a token economy and governance.
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02 Introduction 

2.1. Project Background: The Growth of Art/Culture Industry

The Growth of Art/Culture Industry

In 2016, global art/culture industry market was valued at $1.45t, increase of 12%, and is 

expected to grow rapidly. This growth is attributed to IT infrastructure development of 

developing nations, increased mobile device sales and improved platform services. Its market 

is expected to grow at 10% CAGR for the next 5 years, with 2021 market expected to reach 

$2.405t by the year 2021.

An NFT is defined as a digital asset that marks ownership of products that live online, like 

art or music. The acronym itself stands for “non-fungible token,” which means it’s a non-

interchangeable token. NFTs are purchased (using money or cryptocurrency) to assign unique 

ownership of most any type of digital creation to the buyer, and recently this system is 

expanding to video games, metaverse and other different fields.

2.2. Problems to Resolve

1) Indiscriminate NFT issuing and the lack of credible governing body

NFTs ability to create easy digital content assets rapidly works both as a positive and negative. 

And due to this ‘ease of entry’, is causing many new NFT businesses to take a ‘one off’ sales, 

dreceasing the product quality and the overall industry credibility.

Also, the lack of credible evaluation association and an obscure certification standard (due to 

information asymmetry) is causing the market price to be influenced and fluctuate by a small, 

but influential group. This skewed system causes the consumers to make purchase without 

an objective way to evaluate them. Overall, these aforementioned conditions attribute to the 

general distrust towards the market price of NFT.
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02 Introduction 

2) Safekeeping and storage of the original NFT: Indescreet Access and Replication

There is a significant scamming of the price manipulation and digital purchase & possession 

risk of NFT, and its dangers are shared by many, including the world’s largest NFT trading 

platform, Opensea.

One of the most significant loopholes of this system is that the minted NFT is only a proof 

of authentication, and the digitalized file itself can be reproduced as many times without the 

work being legally protected.

With the ability to prove the original version from multiple possible copies existing digitally 

being the core intention of the NFT system, present technology cannot stop replication/

duplication of the digital NFT file by hacking/copying. This requires the NFT owners to be 

cautious and be educated.

To preserve the value of the digital contents and to prevent indiscreminant access and 

replication of the NFT, there is a greater importance towards finding ways to prevent illegal 

replication. MetaMAFI Ltd. not only intends to resolve art/culture industry through NFT, it 

intends to communicate about the NFTs between the owners and every party of interest, and 

guarantee/certify the stability, credibility and the safety of the contents developed into NFTs.

Besides the aforementioned technical problems and issues, lack of platform of communication 

between artists, creators, and the consumers for sales and ownership is also indicated as a 

problem.
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02 Introduction 

2.3. The Need for a Dedicated NFT Community Platform

As elaborated previously, crowded and unregulated NFT trading platforms and the lack of 

credible evaluation institution and an obscure certification standard (due to information 

asymmetry) hass created two distinctive groups to show interest in the NFT market.

Group 1. Genuine art/culture NFT investors interested in certified works

Generally speaking, this group possess basic fundamental understanding of the industry and 

technology of NFT. When their level of interest reaches that of actually investment, they 

tend to invest more than the average person, and dure dilligence into every peripheral and 

riskfactor is a must.

Group 2. General blockchain investors entering the market

This second group tend to lack a deep understanding of the technology, and view NFT just as 

another investment variants and only as a means of ‘generating profit’. Therefore, measuring 

variables such as the type of the NFT, subject/theme of the artwork, artist’s intention, market 

evaluation etc. holds a little value and is no more than a supplementary indicator.

In a market economy, market ultimately determines the price of everything. And a multiple 

layers of market evaluation of the NFT is a necessary element of determining the price of 

all digital creative contents. And therefore, there is an emerging need for a special NFT 

community platform which caters for a group of people with the interest in specialized NFT, 

which differentiates itself from conventional virtual asset community.
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03 MAFIA Service Outline

The MAFIA Project is to give the users direct access to selling and trading the NFT through 

minting tokens and NFT cards, thus creating a digital trading market with less commission 

cost and thus higher trade value, transparency and liquidity and be protected by the digital 

security of the blockchain.

3.1. Vision

MAFIA Project is a community platform which brings the people with interest in NFT to 

together to discover and create a brand-new value.  

MetaMAFI Ltd., through the MAFIA Project is set out to realize the vision of maximizing the 

value of NFT digital creative contents. MAFIA Project works to become the foundation of 

industry’s credibility. 

MAFIA Project aims to support transaction/sales of the NFT through blockchain-based NFT 

marketplace, create, operate & manage SNS community platform, and also support other 

variety of token ecosystem in one.
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03 MAFIA Service Outline

MAFIA Project aims to provide diverse stakeholders within the art/culture industry with a 

transparent transaction and a system of generating fair profit for everyone.

Each NFT card collectors with the use their NFT cards and items can form a token economy 

and community governance within the MAFIA blockchain system.

MAFIA will provide and grant all its contents to the stakeholders including its NFT, blockchain 

functions, transaction transparency, and the compensation/redistribution of increased value in 

the future to help and improve art/culture industry ecosystem.

MAFIA aims to provide digital distribution service based on the blockchain technology for an 

effective communication between the digital content creators and the comsumers.
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03 MAFIA Service Outline

3.2. Service layers

1) Proof and Verification of NFT Copyright and Ownership

Owners of MAFIA NFT can make transaction with the use of various digital contents 

ownership proof and verification methods. 

Each art/culture contents are minted for the owners in the form of NFT (Non-Fungible Token), 

in variety of types including characters cards. And during transaction of any digital contents at 

the MAFIA platform, their ownership and rights are recorded on the blockchain. 

MAFIA platform connects and verifies the identity of all its users during NFT transaction, and 

the MetaMAFIA(MAF) token works as the standard digital curreny.

MAFIA platform will provide relevant certification and verification of all minted NFTs and 

compared to the very complex conventional digital content distribution, this MAFIA system is 

expected to revolutionaize the process with its simplicity and streamling.

2) Secondary content management service for neighbouring rights

Artists, creators and the distributors possess neighbouring rights to the MAFIA NFT. This 

includes NFT and all their primary and secondary conents.

And the owner of neighbouring copyright is provided with the pre-negotiated payment for all 

the profit generated with a clear transparency.

MAFIA platform carries ou the process by providing all the numbers and data to the 

stakeholders, generated during the sales, transaction & distribution of the NFT.
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03 MAFIA Service Outline

3) Payment authorization and commission compensation (Profit sharing)

Special MAFIA profit sharing agreement can be negotiated and set for both digital content 

sales and the copyright holder. Content creators in partnership with MAFIA platform can 

register their creative workds and receive royalty, with possible additional comssion for 

successful transaction & distribution of MetaMAFIA(MAF) token.

This allows creators, artists and their fans to develop a sustainable art/culture industry 

ecosystem through the sales of the token.

4) Controlling the number of tokens issued with the voting system

Separate to the existing MAFIA NFT character card ownership, MAFIA platform members can 

also freely create NFT of their own. However, with the possible dilution of standard (due to 

indescreet NFT issuing) causing the NFT value depreciation, MAFIA platform will impliment a 

two-tier process of 1)voting system and a 2)curator evaluation process.

For MAFIA members to mint their NFT work, they must first pass the ballot system and recive 

above a certain % of votes for their work to qualify for the next stage.

When a MAFIA member is successful with the first stage, then they must next receive a 

curator evaluation. MAFIA curators thoroughly evaluate the artistic, creativity, technology 

stability of the work, assess its long-term creative value, and then finally provide the price 

estimation.
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03 MAFIA Service Outline

5) Prevention of data loss with private Key encryption and decoding technology

Successfully issued original NFT data files created at the MAFIA platform is stored safely at the 

MAFIA’s own server, and is only accessible with a unique private key issed to the member. 

Creator-specific private key is issued instantly with their official membership, and the created 

private key is converted to the signed-message and then sent to the main MAFIA server using 

MAFIA’s unqiue encryption coding.

MAFAI platform fundamentally prevents data hacking through this unique encryption and 

decoding technology.
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04 MAFIA Project

4.1. The MAFIA platform

MAFIA aims to function as an information sharing platform for all the art/culture industry.

All MAFIA participants and the users can freely discuss everything about the digital assets 

ranging from NFT collections to the MAFIA platform in general.

When a MAFIA platform member creates a new forum, these are categorized and named a 

Cartel. In this Cartel, members can freely discuss about the topic of interest, including NFT.

Inside the Cartel, ranks are divided by the number of NFT cards owned, and their spectrum of 

activity is categorized by the makeup of the participating platform and the community.

Therefore, MAFIA platform members can receive dual benefit by 1)first, the actual the NFT 

transaction and 2) value generation of community growth, in effect creating and additional 

value to the MAFIA NFT.

4.1.1. Basic Concept and Composition

MAFIA platform can be defined as a new-type of blockchain and NFT technology-based SNS 

platform.

MAFIA platform privides all the basic SNS function (i.e. Facebook, Instagram), in addition to 

various unique features (e.g. cartel category)

MAFIA platform members can use the purchased NFT cards as their profile image, and can 

include various personal information.

In addtion to these functions, platform specific curreny called the MetaMAFIA(MAF) token will 

be issued for the use of any transaction/payment/compensation, thus creating an easier, safer, 

and more stable ecosystem.
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04 MAFIA Project

The 3-main digital culture overseeing the MAFIA platform and its members are. 

1. Platform governance 

MAFIA is a solid and stable platform, with its govrnance operating based on social agreement.

Every qualified member has the rights to express their opinions and request for a resolution 

through a voting system.

If the request is passed though the voting system, then it is introduced as a rule for all MAFIA 

members to abide and follow. 

2. Dedicated cartel community.

Dedicated cartel community is one of the most unique and important function of the MAFIA 

Project. This cartel is a small but a dedicated community held together by a common topic of 

interest of the members. To initialte the creation of this community, members have to reach a 

certain level within the platform.  

This allows for the cartel members to gather under a common interest, share ideas and 

opinions. The group may start small, but with their increase in size, it brings more expertise 

and influence thus becoming a true Cartel.
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04 MAFIA Project

3. MetaMAFIA(MAF) token mining and compensation 

For members to stay eligible with MAFIA, everyone must possess a minimum number of NFT 

cards.

Staying eligible with MAFIA not only allows the members to participate at the platform, but it 

automatically help the value increase of the NFT card they own. 

While the proportional amount of MetaMAFIA(MAF) token mining will differ depending on the 

ownership amount of MAFIA character cards, recognition & influencial level, these short-term 

handicaps can easily overcome by the level of activity at the MAFIA platform.

4.1.2. Basic Category Contents and Functions
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04 MAFIA Project

Basic MAFIA platform formation is like below; 

1) Category

- Fundamentally, MAFIA platform is structured similar to a web portal, where online posts are 

grouped into distinctive categories. 

All the online post inside the dedicated Cartel community can be viewed freely by its group 

members, and the auther can control the setting to decide who can see thier posts, stories 

and profiles.

When limiting the posts viewing to Cartel-only, members who already possess similar interest 

with the MAFIA community can view the post and, eventually build closer-knitted group.

2) Cartel

- Cartel is a private group part of MAFIA platform, and this space is open only to people 

with common interest OR who owns special NFTs. Cartel provides various functions for its 

members.

Access to Cartel is exclusive and common citizens may not have the access to participate. And 

with high-quality specialized information posts and in-depth discussions, overall quality of the 

cartel will continue to improve with time.

Cartel function is one of the main functions of MAFIA platform, and supports following 4-main 

services.
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04 MAFIA Project

a. NFT minting location (Include promotion & transaction functions)

- First, Cartel is a space where it supports minting(creation) of NFT contents including phtos, 

images, movies, and music sources. It is a location where members are given exclusive priority 

including;

   * Cartel specific NFT sales 

   * Discounts on purchaes

   * Earlybird purchase discounts

   * And a pre-notice of classified information

b. NFT Character Contest Space

- Second, it functionas as a location for NFT creation contests. Cartel members are given an 

additional support function within MAFIA platform to create greater freedom of of the user 

profile NFTs and participate at the NFT contest to develop a secondary creation of their 

characters.

c. Event and Prizes

- Third, Cartel location is used for events space, hosting competitions and handing out prizes. 

Open only to Cartels with high-level activity and participation, various prizes are paid out 

including MetaMAFIA(MAF) token via airdrop.

d. Music & movie streaming services (Free OR paid)

- Fourth, Cartel provides music & movie streaming services. Cartel will funcation as a virtual 

meeting space for members to meet and greet different celebrities. Celebrities partnering 

with the MAFIA platform can associate with influential and active cartels and provide various 

services including concert live streaming. Also, OTT services such as education & training, 

Q&As, lectures and other Cartel-related activites can also be avaiable.
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04 MAFIA Project

3) My profile

- Anyone part of the MAFIA community can use their NFT as their main profile image to 

display their identity and personal interest to others. 

In particular, Cartel members are marked with distinctive association symbols, displaying 

which Cartel they belong to. This will create a sense of belonging and association pride, thus 

motivating members to be more active with their roles.

For each MAFIA members, NFT image gallery is provided at the personal profile page, allowing 

others to view and evaluate other NFTs. It allows for the MAFIA platform to uniquely utilize 

and leverage NFT for both its creative/artistic value AND its monetary/investment value.

In addition to individual NFT gallery, photo album function is also available and it can display 

not only NFT, but other artwork/creations as well. This allows each MAFIA member to gauge 

the level of interest of other members for the work, and possibly apply for minting or broaden 

their MAFIA platform participation.

4) Wallet

- Cryptocurrency wallet of each member synchronizes with MAFIA’s exclusive 

MetaMAFIA(MAF) token, and can be used to make in-platform transactions.

To improve awareness and its popularity, cryptocurrency wallet will be developed to optimize 

the overall use of MetaMAFIA(MAF) token.

For a possible multi-cryptocurrency usage in the future, MetaMAFIA(MAF) token wallet will be 

developed to withstand high-level hacking, and it is currently undergoing continuous DDoS 

sever simulation tests.

MAFIA platform aims to improve and resolve all technical issues which current conventional 

cryptocurrency wallet in the market possess. In addition to the cyber security, MAFIA platform 

will provide optimized usability, UX/UI improvement, ease of carry and use, and speedy 

transaction to minimize delay and inconvenience.
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04 MAFIA Project

Additional wallet function of staking will also be available in the future.

Depending on the type and the duration of staking, fixed interest rate will be paid when 

depositing MetaMAFIA(MAF) token, and for possible introductuion of Specified Financial 

Transaction Information tax in the future, additional security layers including encryption key 

and a global license cryptocurrency license will be provided.

This staking system allows all the MAFIA platform + MetaMAFIA(MAF) token users to receive 

interest payment regularly, and in the future various profit generation models will allow the 

MAFIA platform users and MetaMAFIA(MAF) token owners to benefit even further.
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04 MAFIA Project

4.2. Business Model and Profit Generation Structure

4.2.1. NFT Character Card Transaction

NFT character cards, which officially exist on the MAFIA platform, will be issued and 

distributed in a certain quantity, which will be distributed sequentially, with about 10,000 NFT 

cards initially scheduled to be issued.

These NFT character card transaction will be made exclusively at the MAFIA platform, sold 

randomly and without price differentiation. This random sales method allows for every 

consumer to have equal chance of receiving the level-A gold card, when willing to pay the 

sales price.

To participate and purchase NFT character card, cryptocurrency wallet ‘MetaMask’ and ‘Kaikas’ 

is mandatory, and the resale of the NFT is possible via OpenSea.

However, transaction of the ‘Star Card’ is can only be obtained as part of a special event. 

These special events may include auctions and open biddings.
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04 MAFIA Project

4.2.2. Business Model and Profit Structure 

MetaMAFI Ltd. plans to secure its initial operation funds through the sales of NFT character 

cards and the issuing of the MetaMAFIA(MAF) tokens, and associated celebrities will be 

provided with a customized special card & additional rewards.

MAFIA platform is composed by four main business models.

Generally speaking, members who use the platform will purchase the NFT character cards and 

contents through the NFT transaction platform, and the platform in return will provide the 

purchased contents.

Members of the MAFIA platform will use the MetaMAFIA(MAF) token to purchase and secure 

community space, while the celebrities using the MAFIA platfom will exchange their image-

rights for the free use of the community space. Also, the influencers will be able to sell their 

contents at the NFT trading platform and in exchange, MAFIA platform creates the NFT 

version for them.
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Members, influencers and its trading platform makes up the core of MAFIA platform, and 

they can generate profit in multiple different ways, including MetaMAFIA(MAF) token, sales 

and resale of the NFT character cards and transaction commission fees. This MAFIA profit 

model allows for all participating entities to be profitable by taking part and being an active 

community member.

4.3. Business Ecosystem Expansion

MAFIA platform aims to expand its business ecosystem by introducing a series of MAFIA 

brand story & characters, and then work with gaming and metaverse companies to create a 

NFT universe unmatched and never seen before.

It aims to revolutiuonaize the NFT platform industry with the introduction of business ideas 

such as online shopping and advanced trading function technology.

Project MAFIA plans to work closely with its members, partnership celebrities and creators 

for producing a wide-range of merchandise goods, which will be available exclusively at the 

MAFIA platform.
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04 MAFIA Project

As explained above, MAFIA platform’s decision making procress is based on voting and 

consensus agreement by its members, therefore every member can express, put forward, 

discuss and reolve ideas with the merchandise developers.

Also, as its primary function of MAFIA platform, purchase and selling of variety of NFT 

contents are also possible.

 

MAFIA aims to build a platform with a complete NFT ecosystem, where in addition to the NFT 

trading, it will include additional functions such as introduction of virtual asset wallet for in-

house trading, firmly establishing trading system unique only to MAFIA platform.

However, it is natural that members can express differing opinions on any given creative work.

To minimize any disagreement of opinions and possible friction between the members, MAFIA 

platform will create and provide the members the opportunity to view and offer their opinions 

all NFT contents.
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04 MAFIA Project

MAFIA platform is based on the concept deriving from an organized crime business of mafia. 

It possesses a unique brand story and characters, and will work with different gaming and 

metaverse companies to develop a new NFT universe never before seen.

MAFIA aims to allow all members the freedom of being able to be themselves, by choosing 

their topic of interest, and creating a unique NFT game character based on mafia crime gang. 

Members will also be able to insert their NFT characters into the existing open-world games 

and the metaverse. (MOD function)
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05 MAFIA NFT Card

5.1. NFT Card Types and Contents

5.1.1. NFT Character Cards

Officially, NFT cards will be released with limited amount and distributed to the MAFIA 

platform, initially 10,000 of NFT character cards will be dropped for  first-edition MAFIA NFTs. 

Every card is unique, and each will have a distinctive attribute to differentiate.

Music, Art, Fashion, Influence category will have a three-tier, 6-basic grade cards;

Standard-level card

Association-level card

Star-level card

And there is also a possibility of issuing a ‘Special-Level card’, for providing special benefits 

and added interest to MAFIA members.

MAFIA platform character cards have a wide range of functions including a MAFIA 

membership, access to a Cartel activitiy, and other access to in-platform entertainments. 
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05 MAFIA NFT Card

There exists a total of 5ranks at the MAFIA platform.

Boss & underboss: Administrator/manager

Capo & gangster: Member

Citizen: Members without MAFIA cards

‘Citizens’ a member without MAFIA card will have certain limitations/restrctions on their 

privilege and participation access, while other 4 ranks will have a much greater access.

In line with the concept of the Mafia platform in the culture/art industry, cards are available 

in a variety of categories, including Music, Art, Fashion, Influence's standard-level cards, 

Association's A-level cards, and S-rated STAR cards created only through collaboration with 

certain people.

5.1.2. Utility card

MAFIA platform NFT cards consists 6-types in total.
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05 MAFIA NFT Card

However, in addition to the 6-standard cards, a ‘Utiliy’ card functioning as an item-card will be 

issued to provide special benefits and an additional fun for the members.

These two main types are, Vaccine/Drug card & Vehicle/Weapon/Tool cards

Also, there exists an ‘Upgarde’ card for upgrading standard-level cards.

‘Vaccine/drug’ cards exist to level-up the standard-level cards, and these will be introduced at 

a time where the Association-level cards are used up(exhauseted) for creating ‘cartels’ within 

the platform. 4 standard-level cards can merge into 1 Association-level card, and the 

‘Vaccine/drug’ cards will work as a catalyst item.

If four standard-level cards and one Association-level card are exchanged using Vaccine/Drug 

cards, the four exchanged cards will be returned to the MetaMAFI Ltd. and resold for the 

influx of new members. 

Vehicle/Weapon/Tool cards will also be available to provide additional functions when merging 

with standard-level cards. However, these cards functiuon in different ways as stated below;

01. Vehicle/Weapon cards – Help cards to merge and level-up.

02. Vaccine/Drug/Tool cards – Amplify and/or highlight the intended functions.

Their detailed function will be subject to purpose and usage later in the development.
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05 MAFIA NFT Card

NFT character cards is the key to the MAFIA platform. Main design concept of MAFIA 

platform is a futuristic cyberpunk humanoid, and MAFIA’s main market demographic is people 

aged between 20~30s, due to this age group being most active and willing to invest in 

cryptocurrency and use SNS platforms.

One of main community functions of MAFIA platform to create increased value through 

individuality/scarcity of the characters card include;

- A specialized symbol for different grades at ‘My Profile’ section. 

- Various filtering effect to MAFIA character cards. (e.g. hologram effect)

Of course, this cyberpunk factor applies only to issued standard-level and Association-level 

cards, and in the case of S-level STAR cards issued through collaboration with celebrities, the 

concept is determined individually, so the future value is expected to rise in proportion to 

scarcity. 

In the future, MAFIA platform will collaborate with fashion, clothing, beauty and cosmetics 

brand and apply them into the metaverse characters.

5.1.3. NFT Chracter Card Concept
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05 MAFIA NFT Card

MAFIA platform categorizes each member into five different ranks;

Boss & underboss: Administrator/manager

Capo & gangster: Member

Citizen: members without MAFIA cards

Each member is given different levels of privileges within the platform, ranging from forum 

posting, platform access and MetaMAFIA(MAF) token earnings compensation.

5.2. MAFIA Character cards – Ranks and Roles
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05 MAFIA NFT Card

Initially, evenry member starts from a ‘Citizen’ level, and they will be under same guidelines 

and restrictions.

While the level begins the same, without possession of MAFIA card, citizen level will have a 

severe restriction on accessing MAFIA platform contents and services. For example, citizens 

will be able to browse general postings, but will not be able to access more valuable contents 

and postings of Cartel.

However, with relative ease to reach gangster-level with just a single level-up item card, 

MAFIA platform system naturally encourages every member to purchase and spend money, 

thus creating a positive ‘pay-to-participate’ system.
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05 MAFIA NFT Card

Gangster-level with a full 3-card ownership and Capo-level with 4-cards ownership have the 

previlge to access all contents within MAFIA platform.

While they are not authorized to create their own cartel, they are allowed to to join any 

Cartel, with a minimum a single-card(Gangster-level) is required to have full access to MAFIA 

platform.

To reach A-level, members must pass through Capo-level, and with the acquisition of A-level 

or higher card, members will be able to reach Boss/Underboss level and create their own 

cartel.

Boss/underboss has the highest level of freedom within MAFIA platform, and this level 

members have the privilege of accessing almost all the MAFIA platform contents without any 

restrictions.

Only the boss/underboss level can newely create a Cartel of their interest, however regardless 

of the level of the founder, their level within the platform is treated as equal.  

The main difference of the Boss/Underboss when operating the cartel is defined as below;

Boss: Creation/setup, operation and designation of cartel acting-boss.

Underboss: Creation/setup and operation of the cartel.
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06 User Benefits

6.1. Basic Benefit: Character cards & Union cards benefits

Holders with character cards or Union cards basically have various benefits depending on their 

ratings on the card, and are also used as memberships for various online and offline events 

in the MAFIA ecosystem. The basic benefits of character cards or Union card holders are as 

follows.

*Thediscountrateandthenumberofticketoffersaresubjecttochangedependingonthe

    circumstances of the operator.

• Automatically register whitelist when participating in minting in MetaMAFIA ecosystem

• Participation in minting and prioritization of purchasing within the MetaMAFIA ecosystem

• Prioritize purchase of offline event tickets within the MetaMAFIA ecosystem

• Discount on NFT purchases or ticket purchases for offline events

- Character card holder, 20% off grade A, 5% off grade general

- Union Card Holder, 20% off Concilieri, 15% off accountants, 10% off Madame, 5% off spies

• Free tickets throughout the year for any offline event you want
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06 User Benefits

MetaMAFI Ltd. is planning regular events for mafia NFT card holders, such as concerts and 

exhibitions through collaboration with entertainment or celebrities, and offline events will be 

held in various forms as shown in the examples below.
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06 User Benefits

6.2. Union card benefit: Mining and tax compensation

Union cards are divided into a total of four grades: Concilieri (Level.4), Accountant 

(Level.3), Madame (Level.2), and Spy (Level.1), and the higher the level, the higher the tax 

compensation. In addition, Union cards can acquire additional mining rewards, as well as tax 

compensation.

Only 5,700 Union cards will be issued in total, 400 conciliaries, 800 accountants, 1,500 

madams and 3,000 spies, and cards will be sold higher price depends on level.

1) Mining Compensation

The justification for holding a Union card is not just the expansion of the authority and level to 

operate on the MAFIA cartel, but also the existence of basic compensation that can be gained 

from mining by holding the card. However, in order to receive basic mining compensation, the 

NFT character card held in the staking pool provided by MetaMAFI Ltd. must be deposited.

The amount of mining compensation will be provided differently according to the Union 

card grade, and the daily amount of mining according to the grade is set at 120 tokens for 

conciliaries, 55 fo refineries, 25 fo madams, and 8 for spies.
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06 User Benefits

2) Tax Reward

Boss can generate various profits through MAFIA cartel activities such as basic mining 

compensation, NFT content sales, and 20% of all profits earned through the platform will be 

counted under the name of tax for the operation of MAFIA cartels. MetaMAFI Ltd. will issue a 

Union card, a special card, to redistribute some of the taxes earned through Boss, to members 

who hold the card, to return them to MAFIA members.

However, in the case of mining rewards, halving is applied when certain conditions are 

achieved, and the criteria for halving are as follows.

Stage

1st Halving

2nd Halving

3rd Halving

January 1st, 2023 or 10,000 mafia cards are sold out.

January 1st, 2024 or 20,000 mafia cards are sold out.

January 1st, 2025 or 30,000 mafia cards are sold out.

Application criteria
(applies the criteria achieved first of the two conditions)
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6.3. Character cards benefit: Additional benefits by categories

Holders with character cards can receive additional benefits for each category such as Music, 

Art, Fashion, and Influence of their cards, and the benefits provided for each category are as 

follows.

1) Music card holder only benefit

It provides opportunities for music artists or ordinary musicians to produce albums. Internally, 

if the holders arrange or record various MRs provided by MetaMAFIA by recruiting musicians 

such as DJs, producers, beatmakers, and composers, they will conduct their own evaluation to 

support the album release (or EP) of the holder who received the most votes.

2) Art card holder only benefit

An exhibition hosted by MetaMAFIA will be held to provide holders of ART cards with the 

opportunity to display their works on the exhibition. Using artists' fandom, the first exhibition 

will be held on its own at MetaMAFIA for brand awareness, and NFT artists with art cards will 

be given 40% off their participation fees, and if ordinary holders with NFTs or holders with 

other categories of NFT character cards visit the exhibition, they will also present real goods 

or commemorative NFTs.

3) Fashion card holder only benefit

Will produce and brand its own goods using MetaMAFIA characters. The goods will be carried 

out in the direction of producing hoodies or T-shirts that have been printed with MetaMAFIA 

characters or expanding them into tumblers, and will carry out business offline as well as NFT 

holders through offline road shops. People holding a Fashion card can purchase these goods 

at a discounted price.

4) Influence card holder only benefit

Influence cards will be issued and they will be given to NFT influencers who support 

MetaMAFIA. Then PFP will be changed to MetaMAFIA characters to increase the bond. In 

addition, supporters will be given benefits to those with the Influence card, and three to five 

missions will be given daily or weekly, and separate benefits will be provided, such as points, if 

they carry out the mission. The points can be exchanged for MetaMAFIA goods.

06 User Benefits
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6.4. Celebrity benefit

In particular, celebrities can communicate directly with platform users by receiving boss cards 

and character cards so that various celebrities affiliated with the MAFIA cartel can easily create 

cartels, allowing them to promote and communicate differently to members with a common 

interest in the celebrity.

In addition, it will facilitate celebrity attraction and improve the sustainability of the platform 

by providing various benefits that can be directly profitable to celebrities, such as creating and 

selling dedicated NFT character cards, creating and selling additional NFT content, and paying 

MetaMAFIA (MAF) tokens.

From the standpoint of cartels and cartels, that is, platform users, it has the advantage of fair 

profits to interested celebrities and a constant supply of fun elements to continue working 

on the MAFIA cartel, which can serve as a helpful factor for platform business and continuous 

operation in the long run.

06 User Benefits
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07 MetaMAFIA(MAF) Tokens and
its In-Game Economy 

Official term of the token issued by the MetaMAFI Ltd. is MetaMAFIA(MAF) token and its 

abbrivuated form is MetaMAFIA(MAF). MetaMAFIA(MAF) token is the ‘World Currency’ of the 

MAFIA platform.

Total of 500million MetaMAFIA(MAF) token will be issued, with the allocation as stated below;

A. Foundation ownership: To oversee the overall flow of the ecosystem, MetaMAFI Ltd. 

will own 10% of the total tokens issued. This will be used to control, supply, retire tokens 

depening on situations.

B. Mining compensation: 60% of the total tokens will be allocated for token mining. This will 

create and maintain the active level of participation of MAFIA platform members.

C. Public sales: 4% of the MetaMAFIA(MAF)s will be allocated as public and private sales to 

the initial investors. It will be used for public listing and token solution.

D. Team members and advisors: Advisors, partnerships, and other participants of MAFIA 

platform business will be issued a total of 8%.

E. Early Contributors: 8% of the MetaMAFIA(MAF) tokens will be allocated to the early 

contributors. These members DO NOT include team mebers and advisors.

F. Marketing: 10% of the total issuance was set for global marketing purposes to promote 

the Mafia project. It will be used for various online and offline marketing purposes to activate 

platforms such as events for users and increase brand awareness.
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08 Roadmap

- Establish MAFIA story line and universe.

- Establish MetaMAFI Ltd. and announce the beginning of MAssFIA project to the world.

- Will enter the market for the first time by issuing four Union NFT cards and issuing MetaMAFIA (MAF) tokens.

- Will open a "Random Box Platform" to acquire NFT character cards exclusively for MAFIA

- Starts the "staking service" exclusively for MAFIA cards to start mining MetaMAFIA (MAF) tokens. 

Q2.

- Will establish a "community platform" exclusively for MAFIA and start community services.

- Complete design work and combination for issuing MAFIA NFT character cards.

Q3.

- Private party for NFT card holders will be held and various events will be held.

- Open "NFT Market Place" to enter the NFT market.
Q4.

- The first version of MAFIA NFT character cards [10,000 copies] is opened and announced to the world.

- Based on celebrities belonging to the MAFIA project, additional content 

   will be issued in addition to the NFT character card.

- Various events will be held with celebrities to activate the community (securing 500,000 users).

2023

Q1.

- Build a DAO for Union NFT holders.

- The ONUS platform, which is dedicated to music NFT, will be officially opened.
Q2.

- Establishe MetaMAFIA's own Metaverse worldview and establishes a collaborative relationship partner.

- Open and revitalize a professional community for fashion and art fields. (target to secure 1 million users).
Q3.

- Establish a dedicated metaverse space for MetaMAFIA and entermetaverse market.Q4.

2022

Q1.
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Responsibility

This white paper is a comprehensive data log of the MAFIA platform and the MetaMAFIA(MAF) 

token, and all paper details interconnect with another.

All of this whitepaper content is provided only for information purposes. You must not 

reproduce, prepare derivative works based upon, distribute, perform or display the MAFIA 

Project without first obtaining the written permission of MAFIA or otherwise as expressly set 

forth in the terms and conditions of MAFIA project. MAFIA Project must not be used in any 

unauthorized manner. 

THE CONTENT ON THE SERVICE AND THE PLATFORM IS STRICTLY FOR INFORMATIONAL 

PURPOSES ONLY. NOTHING ON OR IN THE SERVICE SHALL CONSTITUTE OR BE 

CONSTRUED AS AN OFFERING OF ANY CURRENCY, SECURITY OR ANY FINANCIAL 

INSTRUMENT OR AS INVESTMENT ADVICE OR INVESTMENT RECOMMENDATIONS (SUCH 

AS RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO WHETHER TO PURCHASE A CURRENCY, SECURITY 

OR INSTRUMENT BY MAFIA project OR A RECOMMENDATION AS TO AN INVESTMENT 

STRATEGY BY MAFIA project. CONTENT ON THIS SERVICE SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED 

AS INFORMATION SUFFICIENT UPON WHICH TO BASE AN INVESTMENT STRATEGY. NO 

CONTENT ON THE SERVICE IS TAILORED TO THE SPECIFIC NEEDS OF ANY INDIVIDUAL, 

ENTITY OR GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS. MAFIA project EXPRESSES NO OPINION AS TO THE 

FUTURE OR EXPECTED VALUE OF ANY CURRENCY, SECURITY OR OTHER INTEREST. MAFIA 

project DOES NOT EXPLICITLY OR IMPLICITLY RECOMMEND OR SUGGEST ANY INVESTMENT 

STRATEGY OF ANY KIND. CONTENT ON THE SERVICE MAY NOT BE USED AS A BASIS FOR 

ANY FINANCIAL PRODUCT OR OTHER PRODUCT WITHOUT THE EXPRESS PRIOR WRITTEN 

CONSENT OF MAFIA project.
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Indemnification

Except to the extent prohibited under applicable law, you shall indemnify, defend and hold 

harmless MAFIA PROJECT and its members, managers, directors, officers, employees, partners, 

consultants, contractors, service providers, agents, affiliates, successors and assigns from and 

against any and all suits, actions, proceedings and claims by third parties (whether threatened 

or actual), and all losses, liabilities, damages, judgments, costs and expenses (including 

reasonable legal fees) arising out of, relating to or in connection with: (i) your use (or misuse) 

of and access to the Service or Content; (ii) your violation of any of these Terms; (iii) your 

violation of any applicable law, rule or regulation; (d) any claim that any information provided 

by you to MAFIA PROJECT in connection with the Platform, including the Content, caused 

damage to, infringed upon, misappropriated or otherwise violated the rights of any third party, 

including infringement, misappropriation or other violation of third-party intellectual property 

rights, or violation of any right of privacy or publicity; and/or (iv) any dispute that you have 

with any third party relating to or in connection with the Service or Content. MAFIA PROJECT 

reserves the right, at its own cost, to assume the exclusive defense and control of any matter 

otherwise subject to indemnification by you, in which event you will fully cooperate with 

MAFIA PROJECT in asserting any available defenses and in the conduct of such defense.

It is recommended that all individuals who wish to purchase MetaMAFIA(MAF) tokens evaluate 

extensively the risks and theories associated with investing in blockchain-based tokens. New 

regulations, government actions, or market changes may affect MetaMAFIA(MAF) tokens. 

Furthermore, the Mafia (MAFIA) or our partners are not responsible for any damage caused by 

market changes.

Encryption white papers are not designed to provide securities in any form. Tokens operate in 

accordance with their current legal standing and strictly comply with all relevant laws.

MetaMAFI Ltd. reserves the right to adjust, add, or remove data within this white paper, 

if deemed mandatory. The White Paper may be equally amended as a result of new 

administrative and legal review in its jurisdiction. The roadmap recorded in this paper can 

be revised at any time and does not guarantee a clear prediction of the future. An updated 

version of the white paper should be posted on our official website.
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Terms and Conditions

The MAFIA Project name, design, and ideas contained within are the property of MAFIA 

Project to be used in this Website only. By using this site or downloading material from this 

site, you acknowledge and agree to abide by the terms and conditions set forth in this notice. 

If you do not wish to abide by these terms and conditions, do not use this site or download 

materials from it. The MAFIA Project Website pages or other Protected Content may contain 

other proprietary notices and copyright information that should be observed.

Amendment to the terms and conditions

We may revise these Terms from time to time, without prior notice. You are bound by any 

changes to these Terms upon our posting of such changes on the Service. You should check 

these Terms often to make certain that you are aware of the most current terms, and your 

use of a MAFIA project after such change is posted will mean that you accept such change.

Third-party website

This link will bring you to a third-party website, owned and operated by an independent 

party over which MAFIA Project has no control ("3rd Party Website"). Any link you make to 

or from the 3rd Party Website will be at your own risk. Any use of the 3rd Party Website will 

be subject to and any information you provide will be governed by the terms of the 3rd Party 

Website, including those relating to confidentiality, data privacy and security.

Unless otherwise expressly agreed in writing, MAFIA Project and its affiliates (collectively " 

MAFIA Project ") are not in any way associated with the owner or operator of the 3rd Party 

Website or responsible or liable for the goods and services offered by them or for anything 

in connection with such 3rd Party Website. MAFIA Project does not endorse or approve and 

makes no warranties, representations or undertakings relating to the content of the 3rd Party 

Website.
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In addition to the terms stated in MAFIA Project 's Important Legal Notices, MAFIA Project 

disclaims liability for any loss, damage and any other consequence resulting directly or 

indirectly from or relating to your access to the 3rd Party Website or any information that you 

may provide or any transaction conducted on or via the 3rd Party Web site or the failure of 

any information, goods or services posted or offered at the 3rd Party Website or any error, 

omission or misrepresentation on the 3rd Party Website or any computer virus arising from or 

system failure associated with the 3rd Party Website.

Registration

Some websites are restricted to registered users, and others allow users to enter the 

necessary personal information to ask for help online. You acknowledge that all data you have 

submitted to us will be complete and accurate. You will not register or disguise yourself as 

someone else and will not assume a username that the MAFIA considers offensive.

Copyright and trademarks

All content and materials available on websites including, but not limited to, white papers, 

website names, graphics, text, images and code are guided by applicable and trademark 

laws. Any unauthorized use included, but not limited to the replication, layout, rotation, or 

dissemination of content on this site is strictly regulated.

Usage Cancellation

You acknowledge that, at our sole discretion, you may suspend or discontinue your entry to 

our website and other resources without prior warning. We may also terminate your account 

for user contract violations, suspicious activities, ambiguous or aggressive behavior. In the 

event of an interruption, your rights to your account will be automatically waived.
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Inquiries

You may contact us by e-mail at (metamafi@metamafi.com) to address any concerns you may 

have. Most concerns may be resolved by contacting us in this manner. you agree to use best 

efforts to settle any dispute, claim, question or disagreement directly through consultation 

and good faith negotiations, which shall be a precondition to either party initiating a lawsuit or 

arbitration, without making any public display or disclosure of any such discussion or dispute.

Privacy

This privacy policy describes our policies and procedures on the collection, use and disclosure 

of your information when you use the service and tells you about your privacy rights and how 

the law protects you.

We use your personal data to provide and improve the service. By using the service, you agree 

to the collection and use of information in accordance with this privacy policy.

We keep your data privacy safe, we will not disclose your details to third-party organizations 

unless we are forced to disclose your information, and we will not disclose your information to 

third-party organizations if we assume it is essential.

Please read these Terms carefully. They contain important information regarding your legal 

rights, including limitations on MAFIA Project's and certain third parties' liability, disclaimers of 

warranties and a submission to jurisdiction. Each time you access the Service by any means (for 

example, through the Internet or on a mobile device), you irrevocably agree to comply with 

the version of the Terms posted on the platform at the time you access the platform. You may 

not use the platform or the service if you do not agree to these terms.

If you are a resident of the European Economic Area, you generally have the right to access, 

rectify, download or erase your information, as well as the right to restrict and object to 

certain processing of your information. While some of these rights apply generally, certain 

rights apply only in certain limited circumstances. We briefly describe these rights below:
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You have the right to access your personal data and, if necessary, have it amended, deleted 

or restricted. In certain instances, you may have the right to the portability of your data. 

You can also ask us not to send marketing communications and not to use your personal 

data when we carry out profiling for direct marketing purposes. You can opt out of receiving 

e-mail newsletters and other marketing communications by following the opt-out instructions 

provided to you in those e-mails. Transactional account messages will be unaffected even if 

you opt out from marketing communications.

Data Collection

We collect sensitive data such as Internet Protocol (IP) addresses, operating system (OS), 

browser types and versions for computers or mobile devices, site visit duration, date and time, 

clicked links, and information presented at registration.

We will require your permission for cookies on our website during the visit. Submitted 

information, such as name, contact information, and email address, will remain private within 

the scope of the database if the customer and technical support exist.

Usage Data

Usage Data is collected automatically when using the Service.

Usage Data may include information such as your device's Internet Protocol address (e.g. IP 

address), browser type, browser version, the pages of our Service that You visit, the time 

and date of your visit, the time spent on those pages, unique device identifiers and other 

diagnostic data.

When you access the service by or through a mobile device, We may collect certain 

information automatically, including, but not limited to, the type of mobile device You use, 

Your mobile device unique ID, the IP address of your mobile device, your mobile operating 

system, the type of mobile Internet browser you use, unique device identifiers and other 

diagnostic data.

We may also collect information that your browser sends whenever you visit our service or 

when you access the service by or through a mobile device.
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Tracking Technologies and Cookies

We use cookies and similar tracking technologies to track the activity on our service and store 

certain information. Tracking technologies used are beacons, tags, and scripts to collect and 

track information and to improve and analyze our service.

You can instruct your browser to refuse all cookies or to indicate when a cookie is being sent. 

However, if You do not accept cookies, you may not be able to use some parts of our service.

We use both session and persistent Cookies for the purposes set out below:

Necessary / Essential Cookies

Type: Session Cookies

Administered by: MAFIA Project

Purpose: These Cookies are essential to provide You with services available through the 

Website and to enable You to use some of its features. They help to authenticate users and 

prevent fraudulent use of user accounts. Without these Cookies, the services that You have 

asked for cannot be provided, and We only use these Cookies to provide You with those 

services.

Cookies Policy / Notice Acceptance Cookies

Type: Persistent Cookies

Administered by: MAFIA Project

Purpose: These Cookies identify if users have accepted the use of cookies on the Website.

Functionality Cookies

Type: Persistent Cookies

Administered by: MAFIA Project
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Purpose: These Cookies allow us to remember choices You make when You use the Website, 

such as remembering your login details or language preference. The purpose of these Cookies 

is to provide You with a more personal experience and to avoid You having to re-enter your 

preferences every time You use the Website.

For more information about the cookies we use and your choices regarding cookies, please 

visit our Cookies Policy or the Cookies section of our Privacy Policy.

Use of Your Personal Data

The Company may use Personal Data for the following purposes:

• To provide and maintain our Service, including monitoring the usage of our Service.

• To manage Your Account: to manage Your registration as a user of the Service. The 

Personal Data You provide can give You access to different functionalities of the Service that 

are available to You as a registered user.

• For the performance of a contract: the development, compliance and undertaking of the 

purchase contract for the products, items or services You have purchased or of any other 

contract with Us through the Service.

• To contact You: To contact You by email, telephone calls, SMS, or other equivalent forms of 

electronic communication, such as a mobile application's push notifications regarding updates 

or informative communications related to the functionalities, products or contracted services, 

including the security updates, when necessary or reasonable for their implementation.

• To provide You with news, special offers and general information about other goods, 

services and events which we offer that are similar to those that you have already purchased 

or enquired about unless You have opted not to receive such information.
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• To manage Your requests: To attend and manage Your requests to Us.

We may share your personal information in the following situations:

• With Service Providers: We may share Your personal information with Service Providers to 

monitor and analyze the use of our Service, to contact You.

• For Business transfers: We may share or transfer Your personal information in connection 

with, or during negotiations of, any merger, sale of Company assets, financing, or acquisition 

of all or a portion of our business to another company.

• With Affiliates: We may share Your information with Our affiliates, in which case we will 

require those affiliates to honor this Privacy Policy. Affiliates include Our parent company and 

any other subsidiaries, joint venture partners or other companies that We control or that are 

under common control with Us.

• With Business partners: We may share Your information with Our business partners to offer 

You certain products, services or promotions.

• With other users: when You share personal information or otherwise interact in the public 

areas with other users, such information may be viewed by all users and may be publicly 

distributed outside. If You interact with other users or register through a Third-Party Social 

Media Service, Your contacts on the Third-Party Social Media Service may see Your name, 

profile, pictures and description of Your activity. Similarly, other users will be able to view 

descriptions of Your activity, communicate with You and view Your profile.
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Retention of Your Personal Data

The Company will retain Your Personal Data only for as long as is necessary for the purposes 

set out in this Privacy Policy. We will retain and use Your Personal Data to the extent 

necessary to comply with our legal obligations (for example, if we are required to retain your 

data to comply with applicable laws), resolve disputes, and enforce our legal agreements and 

policies.

The Company will also retain Usage Data for internal analysis purposes. Usage Data is generally 

retained for a shorter period of time, except when this data is used to strengthen the security 

or to improve the functionality of Our Service, or We are legally obligated to retain this data 

for longer time periods.

Transfer of Your Personal Data

Your information, including Personal Data, is processed at the Company's operating offices 

and in any other places where the parties involved in the processing are located. It means that 

this information may be transferred to — and maintained on — computers located outside of 

Your state, province, country or other governmental jurisdiction where the data protection 

laws may differ than those from Your jurisdiction.

Your consent to this Privacy Policy followed by Your submission of such information 

represents Your agreement to that transfer.

The Company will take all steps reasonably necessary to ensure that Your data is treated 

securely and in accordance with this Privacy Policy and no transfer of Your Personal Data 

will take place to an organization or a country unless there are adequate controls in place 

including the security of Your data and other personal information.
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Information sharing

We do not sell your personal data to other organizations for commercial purposes. We also 

only share your personal information to provide products or services you’ve requested, when 

we have your permission, or under the following circumstances:

It is necessary to share information in order to investigate, prevent, or act regarding illegal 

activities, suspected fraud, situations involving potential threats to the physical safety of any 

person, violations of Terms of Service, or as otherwise required by law.

We provide personal information to trusted businesses or persons for the sole purpose 

of processing personally identifying information on our behalf and providing us with 

services. When this is done, it is subject to agreements that oblige those parties to process 

such information only on our instructions and in compliance with this Privacy Policy and 

appropriate confidentiality and security measures.

We provide such information to third parties who have entered into non-disclosure 

agreements with us.

We provide such information to a company controlled by, or under common control with, 

MAFIA Project for any purpose permitted by this Privacy Policy.

We may aggregate, anonymize, and publish data for statistical and research purposes only. For 

example, we may compile and share information related to the popularity of certain products 

tracked by users. In any such instance, the information will not be able to be traced back to 

any individual.
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Security

We take precautions to ensure the security of your personal information. We ensure that our 

Website is protected by reasonable security measures afforded by current technology, and 

that all our data hosts and servers are similarly protected by such security measures, including 

but not limited to firewalls. We strongly advise you to change your password frequently and 

not to use the same password for different websites.

We cannot protect, nor does this Privacy Policy apply to, any information that you transmit to 

other users. You should never transmit personal or identifying information to other users.

Security of Your Personal Data

The security of Your Personal Data is important to Us, but remember that no method of 

transmission over the Internet, or method of electronic storage is 100% secure. While We 

strive to use commercially acceptable means to protect Your Personal Data, We cannot 

guarantee its absolute security.

Detailed Information on the Processing of Your Personal Data

Service Providers have access to Your Personal Data only to perform their tasks on Our behalf 

and are obligated not to disclose or use it for any other purpose.

General Data Protection Regulations

If you are a citizen of any country within the European Economic Area (EEA), we value your 

right to: as specified in the General Data Protection Regulations

the right to be notified;

right to access;

the right to correct;

the right to restrict processing;

rights to data mobility;

the right to object;

and rights related to automatic decision making and profiling.
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Third-Party Websites

The Service may contain links to third-party websites. Your use of all links to third-party 

websites is at your own risk. We do not monitor or have any control over, and make no claim 

or representation regarding third-party websites. To the extent such links are provided by us, 

they are provided only as a convenience, and a link to a third-party websites does not imply 

our endorsement, adoption or sponsorship of, or affiliation with, such third-party websites.

When you leave the Platform, whether via a link contained on the Platform or through the use 

of your web browser, mobile device or other navigational tool, the information you view is not 

provided by us. Our terms and policies do not govern your use of third-party websites. We 

are not responsible for, have no control over and do not monitor or review the content of any 

other website. A link to a third-party website does not imply sponsorship, approval, affiliation 

or endorsement by MAFIA Project of the linked third-party website or of that third party's 

products or services.

YOU AGREE THAT MAFIA Project WILL NOT, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, BE RESPONSIBLE 

OR LIABLE, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, FOR ANY GOODS, SERVICES, INFORMATION, 

RESOURCES AND/OR CONTENT AVAILABLE ON OR THROUGH ANY THIRD-PARTY WEBSITE 

OR SERVICES, FOR ANY DEALINGS OR COMMUNICATIONS YOU MAY HAVE WITH THIRD 

PARTIES, OR FOR ANY HARM, DAMAGES OR LOSS CAUSED OR ALLEGED TO BE CAUSED BY 

OR IN CONNECTION WITH ANY OF THE FOREGOING OR YOUR USE OF OR RELIANCE ON 

THE MATERIALS OR THE CONTENT OR BUSINESS PRACTICES OF ANY THIRD PARTY.
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Eligible Users

You must be 1) at least 18* years of age use this Website and/or participate in MAFIA Project. 

By using this Website and/or participating in MAFIA Project You are agreeing to the terms 

and conditions of the Agreement and warrant and represent that You are at least 18* years 

of age. You may not use the Website or participate in MAFIA Project  1) if You do not agree 

to the terms and conditions of the Agreement; or 2) if you are not at least 18* years of age. 

The Website content is NOT appropriate for anyone under 18. The Website’s intended use 

is for anyone producing or learning about suicide prevention, mental illness or bereavement 

material. By using the Website, You also represent and warrant that You have the right, 

authority and capacity to enter into this Agreement. Be advised that persons under that Age 

of Majority in the country they reside or place of residence typically cannot enter into legal 

agreements. The Website is available to adults in the Republic of Korea and all other countries. 

Any misstatements and/or misrepresentations regarding the age, background, felonies, 

criminal offences, experience and/or eligibility for employment in the jurisdiction of the 

Republic of Korea or any other country of any user of this Website are not the responsibility 

of MAFIA Project. MAFIA Project makes no claims concerning whether the Website, Program 

or Content may be viewed or downloaded or are appropriate for use outside of the Republic 

of Korea. If You access the Website from outside of the Republic of Korea, You are solely 

responsible for ensuring compliance with the laws of your specific jurisdiction.

Changes to this Privacy Policy

We may update our Privacy Policy from time to time. We will notify You of any changes by 

posting the new Privacy Policy on this page.

We will let You know via email and/or a prominent notice on Our Service, prior to the change 

becoming effective and update the "Last updated" date at the top of this Privacy Policy.

You are advised to review this Privacy Policy periodically for any changes. Changes to this 

Privacy Policy are effective when they are posted on this page.


